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The overarching question that motivates this essay is simple: What would

constitute just representation for the climate vulnerable? In practice, this

entails many different questions in many different contexts for frontline

climate communities across the world. My purpose here is to provide a critique of

the default frame for thinking about the broader question, as well as a suggestion

for expanding our conception of what an adequate answer should include, both in

general and in discrete contexts. I begin by describing what tends to be the

standard frame for discussions on the topic, which conceives of representing

vulnerable climate interests largely in terms of formal mechanisms of representa-

tion in technocratic and bureaucratic institutions. I then show the limits of that

standard approach and caution against the discussion of climate representation

being overly confined to the level of formal representation. I go on to detail the

importance of thinking about more informal modes of representing vulnerable

climate interests. In order to pursue both of these aims, I draw on lessons in mean-

ingful representation and inclusion during postconflict peacebuilding. My intention

is not to set up formal and informal modes of representation as rivals or binaries—
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they can and should be complementary. Instead, the goal is to inject an important,

underdeveloped element of representation—informal representation—into a dis-

course that has overemphasized and overestimated representation’s formal guise.

For the purposes of this discussion, I intend to use the notion of climate vul-

nerability in a general sense. “Vulnerability” is standardly taken to mean the “pro-

pensity or predisposition to be adversely affected,” and to be a function of

exposure to various climate impacts, sensitivity to such impacts, and adaptive

capacity to manage the threats from such impacts. In this sense, it is a scalar

notion that varies within and across communities and over time, depending on

various individual, social, economic, institutional, and geographic factors.

Adequate representation in different settings will depend on these contextual fea-

tures (of course, we are often most concerned with particular, or particularly big,

vulnerabilities—whether by virtue of living in a flood plain, having certain comor-

bidities, resource scarcity, historical oppression and marginalization, or other such

conditions). My goal is to help situate a framework for thinking about represen-

tation and climate vulnerability rather than to identify a particular set of vulner-

abilities or populations of concern, or to take a stand on the construction of

certain vulnerability assessments or indexes, or to identify measurement proxies

to incorporate into our discussions of representation, which are all contested.

Formal Representation

Currently,muchof thediscussion about representation in the context of climate justice

focuses on what we can call “formal” representation. Under this approach, represen-

tation is broadly construed as meaning access to and participation in formal negotia-

tions, lawmaking, and policymaking. At the conceptual level, this formal approach is

primarily concerned with two areas of inquiry. First, it prioritizes determining who

(or what) requires representation; that is, which individuals, social groups, states,

future generations, and the like deserve (special) consideration vis-à-vis their climate

vulnerability for representation in climate decision-making. This is the “identification

question,”which delimits the scope of the problemof representation. This task is often

put in terms of “stakeholder” identification: Who is affected and who is owed some

measure of control over decisions that shape their life prospects?

The second focal concern of the standard frame is about how to effectively (and

in a procedurally just way) represent the identified stakeholders in governments,

legislatures, or other scientific or decision-making bodies, like the
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Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) or the United Nations

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). This is the “institutional

realization question,” which characterizes the substantive content of the call for

representation. This second focus, in turn, is where many standard questions of

political representation—about legitimacy, authority, and accountability—arise

for debate. It is where we think about rules, policies, and practices of inclusion:

from agenda-setting considerations to veto powers and everything in between.

It is where debates arise about how we should think about the core goal of repre-

sentation. For instance, should we think of representatives as being “delegates,”

charged simply with aggregating the preferences of those they represent, or should

we think of them as “trustees,” charged with making their own judgments of what

best serves the interests of those they represent? These are the kinds of questions

that form the basis for focusing on institutional realization.

To capture this standard orientation for thinking about climate representation

in a simple phrase, it is about “having a seat at the table.” As such, the tenor of

the discourse is focused on highly formal power structures and the operations

within them. In the next section, I suggest that there are reasons to be cautious

about restricting our understanding of climate representation to this formal focus.

Overemphasizing the Formal: Some Lessons from the

World of Peacebuilding

In recent work, peace and conflict studies scholar John Paul Lederach critically

assesses the standard model for thinking about representation and inclusion in

postconflict settings, which shares similarities with the standard model in climate

representation. Surveying his critique will help problematize the more formally

focused orientation of the discourse around climate representation.

In the context of peacebuilding and conflict transformation, Lederach raises a

number of concerns with a prominent model that takes formal negotiations as

the locus of decision-making and power in postconflict settings. This standard

model, he explains, foregrounds the metaphor of the formal negotiating table as

the place where accords and agreements are produced and signed. There are

many problems he identifies with this approach. First, peace processes structured

around inclusion at the formal negotiating table ultimately offer very limited par-

ticipation. Constrained by time, space, logistics, and power structures, most of

those whose lives have been intimately affected are left on the sidelines. Second,
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this limitation often spawns or exacerbates internal divisions within regions,

movements, and identity groups vying for direct presence at the main seat of

power and decision-making. Third, the outputs of such processes are oriented

around written accords, which place significant weight on the careful prose of

agreed commitments but offer little engagement with lived experiences or the

emotional processes that implementing and living with the changes will require.

Fourth, early phases of negotiations and deliberation often require confidentiality,

which, alongside broader limits on sharing the machinations of the process, seri-

ously hampers the ability of formal processes to engage the public imagination (for

example, by envisioning possibilities, grappling with trade-offs, or humanizing

involved parties). Fifth, and relatedly, it is often difficult to transition from nego-

tiated accords to implementation, in part because there has not been sufficient

preparation for the actual stakeholders on the ground. Stable implementation of

accords requires broad participation and buy-in, but formal negotiations rarely

build or prefigure such capacity. Sixth, and finally, the outputs are often perceived

as elitist, controlled, or top-down solutions. They are “delivered” from on high and

there is a unidirectional, hierarchical, downward flow of responsibility and action.

There is good reason to think that a similar range of worries confront the for-

mal model of representation in the context of climate representation. The same

worries about limited participation, factionalism, distance from lived experiences,

the challenges of engaging the public imagination, implementation, and elitism

are all reproduced when seeking meaningful and just climate representation at

the formal level. For instance, many of these dynamics were on display during

the yellow vest protests in France after President Emmanuel Macron introduced

(and subsequently abandoned) a green tax on fuel. Likewise, even while advocat-

ing for improvements in formal representation, many of the calls from activists

organizing protests at, for example, the UN Climate Change Conference, or

COP , in Madrid reflect and were animated by the inherent limitations on for-

mal representation. As can be seen in Luke Tomlinson and Chukwumerije

Okereke’s work, many criticisms of the UNFCC treaty norms and IPCC author-

ship reflect concerns about elitism and hierarchical control over the outcomes.

Informal Representation

In order to avoid these worries, I suggest that we need to understand, reprioritize,

and shape a more “informal” mode of climate representation. An informal mode
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provides an alternative lens for thinking about the issue of representation, one that

will focus more on “grassroots,” “bottom-up,” “lateral,” and “horizontal” modes of

representing vulnerable interests, such as through media, education, nonprofit

groups, and local activist and organizing networks. Doing so can help supplement

the more formal focus—it is not intended to replace it—by correcting for some of

its more problematic aspects.

To better understand what I mean with the category of informal representation,

consider some examples. These are not necessarily meant to indicate ideal ver-

sions of informal climate representation, but rather are meant to evoke a wide

range of possibilities to help frame the discussion. Individual instances of informal

representation of all kinds will do better or worse jobs of representing certain vul-

nerable interests. So, the ultimate takeaway is both that we need more of all sorts

of informal modes of representation (otherwise we would have made substantially

more progress mitigating climate change and building resilience) and that we

must think critically about how formal and informal modes actually represent var-

ious kinds of vulnerabilities.

Consider Greta Thunberg and her school strike campaign. This campaign has

resulted in the strikes of millions of people around the globe, and has provided a

venue for the interests of the climate vulnerable to be understood and represented

in popular culture and political discourse. The same could be said of the

youth-led Sunrise Movement in the United States, which came to prominence

during a high-profile sit-in at the congressional office of House Speaker Nancy

Pelosi. The movement has become a central force in activism for the Green

New Deal (a progressive policy agenda to realize environmental, social, and eco-

nomic justice in the United States) and in framing the political landscape for cli-

mate action in U.S politics. As parts of the broader climate movement, these

efforts not only provide valuable avenues for participation and amplification of

vulnerable voices but they have also become culturally significant ways of includ-

ing the interests of various less powerful stakeholders in the conversation. Most

obviously, this includes youth interests, which are structurally disenfranchised,

but also the interests of those most threatened by the climate impacts they are

trying to prevent.

As informal modes of representation, these efforts serve in part as exercises in

consciousness raising, in part as expressions of solidarity (and indignation), in

part as articulations of moral values, and in part as calls to responsibility and

action, among other purposes. Consider, further, the work of nonprofit groups
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like the Indigenous Environmental Network, or any of the thousands of other

groups working with frontline communities to listen to their struggles, develop

their capacities, advocate on their behalf, and jointly address their needs for

achieving climate resilience. This kind of work at the grassroots level forms not

just a meaningful but also an essential part of what it is to represent and connect

such populations to their wider communities and to other systems of power. They

are vital mechanisms to get society to recognize the moral worth and vulnerabil-

ities (vulnerabilities largely created or exacerbated by that broader society) of

frontline communities, which is one of the core tasks of any kind of

representation.

Naturally, different kinds of activism serve different roles as forms of informal

representation. Some will be focused on particular vulnerabilities, others directed

more generally. Some will function at the level of policymaking, others at commu-

nity building or meaning making. More radical forms of activism like “valve turn-

ing” (shutting down pipelines), blockades, or other kinds of civil disobedience

might serve to highlight the dramatic urgency and stakes confronting the climate

vulnerable, while other, less radical forms might function to represent those inter-

ests more inclusively through mundane efforts at consensus building. There are

important roles across the whole spectrum.

Looking at other kinds of organizations and institutions, similar things could be

said about the ways in which, for instance, university divestment campaigns rep-

resent the interests of the climate vulnerable, since they try to bring the univer-

sity’s financial portfolios and institutional decisions into alignment with the

interests of those communities. More generally, consider how school curricula

and field trips, college course offerings and student programming, speakers and

conferences, and so on might serve, in myriad ways, as important avenues for

informally representing climate vulnerabilities across our education systems.

Even in business, where we should of course reserve a dose of skepticism about

claims of representation, we can consider various informal ways in which, for

instance, net-zero emission pledges or investment and strategic-planning deci-

sions can play a role (in better and worse ways, to varying degrees) in ultimately

achieving adequate representation of climate vulnerabilities throughout the

economy.

Similarly, consider the ways that good climate journalism, commentary, and

investigative reporting can center, elevate, and represent the climate vulnerable.

When, for example, CNN’s chief climate correspondent, Bill Weir, produced a
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ninety-minute special report documenting the many faces of climate change

across America (from how it is addressed by scientists and city planners to how

it affects farmers and environmental refugees); or when Amy Goodman covered

and interviewed a formerly arrested pipeline protester on Democracy Now! or

when Ezra Klein devoted a five-part series to climate change on his podcast;

or when ProPublica published detailed empirical and narrative work on climate

migration, these were all high-profile ways of injecting the plight of the climate

vulnerable into the public discourse. In addition to literally letting people tell their

stories and advocate for their interests, healthy informal representation in the

media, in effect, serves as a nontrivial form of representation through conscious-

ness raising, agenda setting, political accountability, and all the other virtues that

come with a good free press.

This is not to overlook the catastrophic failure of media institutions to ade-

quately cover climate change (as Media Matters and others have diligently

reported on), but rather to highlight the important role media could and should

play in addressing climate change. There are, of course, structural features of the

mainstream media (such as its business model and profit motives, and the incen-

tives these generate) that serve as barriers to responsible climate coverage. Indeed,

a consideration of informal representation partly explains why media coverage

should be seen as such a failure, precisely because it has not been adequately rep-

resenting the interests of the climate vulnerable.

The above examples, while of course not exhaustive, are in different ways mean-

ingful forms of representation in public discourse for vulnerable populations.

They are ways of giving voice to the stakeholders and calling for action and

accountability, and an important part of the architecture that determines whether

or not vulnerable interests are actually being represented in society. If we want to

understand whether vulnerable climate interests are adequately represented in our

political discourse, we need to do more than evaluate the constitution and oper-

ations of formal decision-making bodies; we should be looking at whether NGO

work with frontline communities is well funded and activist organizations have

enough resources, and if those resources can be deployed quickly. We should

be looking at whether popular media programming is letting vulnerable commu-

nities tell their stories, and whether the coverage reflects the magnitude of the

problems and solutions, both globally and locally. We should be looking at

whether universities and industry actors are seeing divestment campaigns within

their ranks, and whether educational curricula (at all levels and around the world)
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give sustained attention to climate impacts and policies. We should be looking at

how climate literacy and voter education and activation campaigns are operating

across all levels of political organization. And we should be looking at what stories

and narratives are told across our entertainment platforms and artistic spaces, and

at how imaginations are being engaged with symbol, allegory, metaphor, humor,

and other creative devices.

These informal modes of representation are, of course, quite different from the

kinds of representation sought in calls for a more diverse set of authors to the

IPCC. They are also different from even extraordinarily poignant acts of represen-

tation in formal negotiations, as for example carried out in moving ways by Yeb

Saño as he pled, through tears, for more ambitious action to save his country when

he was lead negotiator representing the Philippines. But they are meaningful

forms of representation nonetheless, and can help address the shortcomings of

formal representation.

First, they are forms of representation as a class that allow for mass, rather than

limited and elite, participation and engagement (across distributed locations, over

various timescales, and at various levels of involvement). Second, by facilitating

such wide avenues for participation, informal modes of representation can help

avoid unnecessary tensions or divisions among groups vying for limited space

at formal negotiations. Third, because these forms of representation extend

far beyond the focus on carefully worded written accords, treaties, or commit-

ments, they are central ways of staying connected to the lived experiences and

moral-emotional lives of those affected, instead of being restricted to a domain

of scientists and technocrats. Fourth, they are forms of representation that are

largely open and public rather than secretive and confidential. For all of these rea-

sons, informal modes of representation can help with the implementation of pol-

icy by helping to prepare the social and political landscape for change. They can

do this by calling on, challenging, and activating the moral imaginations of the

people, rather than remaining as background, hierarchical, unidirectional opera-

tions of an elite political class.

As just one example among many, these kinds of lessons have been particularly

important in climate adaptation efforts like “managed retreat,” where successful

and equitable buyout programs for relocating assets, people, and activities from

hazards require intense, community-led collaboration between property owners,

community-organizations, government officials and planners, scientists and engi-

neers, insurers, financiers, and so on. Before any formal zoning decisions or
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buyout offers, the informal mechanisms (community meetings, workshops, listen-

ing sessions, and so forth) are essential for protecting community interests and

agency by codeveloping workable solutions (in settings that, like the peacebuilding

and conflict settings we began with, are morally complicated and emotionally

fraught).

In a general sense, these kinds of informal modes of representation serve to set

the stage and shape the narrative for substantive decision-making and inclusive

representation located at the more formal level (for instance, as with Climate

Assembly UK, a citizens’ assembly convened to discuss how the nation should

meet its goal of net zero by ). With robust informal representation that hap-

pens along these lines, formal negotiations are likely to proceed differently and in

an improved fashion. John Dryzek and Simon Niemeyer make a similar point in

their argument for deliberative democracy and climate governance. And indeed,

in the U.S. context, although the biggest parts of the Biden administration’s cli-

mate agenda have yet to pass (as of this writing), a significant reason they are

as ambitious as they are is because of the Sunrise Movement and its lobbying

through the Biden-Sanders unity task force during the transition to the Biden

administration. These kinds of efforts in informal representation are especially

important in settings with faltering formal representation, as is the case in climate

negotiations, where existing power dynamics largely position the wealthiest rather

than most vulnerable at the helm of formal decision-making bodies. Given the

interests that the wealthy have in avoiding the costs of duty-bearing themselves

(for decarbonization, adaptation finance, addressing loss and damages, and so

on), such power dynamics skew the discourse away from the demands of margin-

alized victims. In such settings, these more informal modes of representation are

themselves likely necessary to bring about adequate formal representation by pres-

suring and holding accountable the relevant parties. Short of that—and not to

mistake them as a panacea for all the faults of insufficient formal representation

—they can at least serve as partial correctives or stopgap measures to curb the

effects of the worst substantive decisions made by inadequately representative for-

mal bodies (for example, by working at the local scale to provide mutual aid, or to

build adaptive capacity and resilience despite missed emissions targets).

It seems, then, that there is good reason to think that robust representation in

the informal public sphere should be a central focus in our thinking about what

adequate climate representation looks like.
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Elaborating the Virtues of Informal Representation

In the previous section, I sketched some examples of informal climate representa-

tion and tried to motivate the idea that they are meaningful and important con-

tributions to adequate climate representation for vulnerable populations. To close

the essay, I want to elaborate on and further distill the value of informal represen-

tation by highlighting three key functions it performs in political discourse: its epi-

stemic function, its norm-shifting function, and its trust-building function.

The Epistemic Function

Already implicit in much of what has been said is the epistemic function per-

formed by informal climate representation. Its various forms play a central role,

first, in eliciting information about local problems and solutions. This is essential

for getting overlooked issues on the deliberative agenda, across formal and infor-

mal spheres of influence. It is a more direct way of getting ideas into the popular

discourse than relying on the operations or deliverances of formal structures.

Doing so is an important means of correcting omissions, shaking assumptions,

and rooting out biases (for instance, about the distribution or concentration of

the benefits and burdens of mitigation and adaptation efforts, which are central

to the environmental justice movement).

Related are the many ways in which informal representation serves to

transfer and exchange knowledge. Information elicited in one context can be

shared in other settings. Best practices, cautionary tales, correctives, and

distortions can be assembled organically, rippling through different networks.

For instance, Climate Central provides a weekly bulletin to more than two

thousand meteorologists in local media markets that serves as a mini “reporting

memo” in order to provide them with locally relevant visuals, research, story

angles, and available experts. These efforts are particularly important, given

how much local media markets in the United States are saturated by conservative

conglomerates such as Sinclair Broadcast Group that tilt coverage significantly

rightward. To return to an example used previously, the knowledge exchange

that Greta Thunberg or the Sunrise Movement can facilitate through informal

youth representation is (on account of their comparatively large platforms,

visibility, and reach) substantially different than what, for instance, the mostly

invisible and unknown formal youth representatives can achieve internally in

the UNFCCC.
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Beyond knowledge exchange, the many mechanisms of informal representation

play an important role in knowledge utilization and deployment by identifying and

involving a wide swath of differently skilled and differently situated actors. To

continue the previous example, Climate Central has identified meteorologists as

trusted partners who have preexisting local authority and effective communication

resources for mobilizing the public. Similarly, Kyle Powys Whyte, Deborah

McGregor, and many others have highlighted the roles and responsibilities that

indigenous women have taken on to utilize and deploy traditional or indigenous

knowledge to address climate and environmental impacts. McGregor, for

instance, describes collective efforts by Anishinaabe women to “speak for the

water” to help people reimagine their relationships with, sensitivity to, and care

for the water in the Great Lakes region through walks, ceremonies, feasts, and cel-

ebrations. These grassroots deployments of local knowledge feed into larger net-

works such as the Women’s Water Commission and ripple through Canadian

politics and beyond, serving to both enact existing responsibilities and help

shape new systems of responsibility that need to emerge to protect against climate

impacts. Countless other examples of grassroots knowledge utilization and deploy-

ment for specific social and political ends share a similar structure.

A broader point to extract is that robust grassroots and informal representation

can help facilitate connections across agents and stakeholders to increase creativity

and problem-solving potential. While admittedly difficult to quantify, the idea

comports with general principles in epistemology and theories about creativity.

Siloed knowledge that is relegated to what epistemologist C. Thi Nguyen calls

“cognitive islands” is not widely actionable and requires robust forms of bridge

building to connect to the “cognitive mainland,” where it can be appropriately

used and adapted. Informal representation structures are a central form of

that kind of bridge building in general and discrete contexts. In his history of cre-

ativity and innovation, for instance, Steven Johnson emphasizes the importance

for creative systems of having lots of connections between different nodes of

the system in order to increase exposure to new ideas and encourage novel

ways of experimenting with, exploring, and recombining them. He also stresses

having “liquid networks” that leak information across boundaries and can flexibly

reshape and respond to changing dynamics. (For those familiar with economics,

this is part of the point behind “agglomeration” effects.) These are precisely the

things that robust informal grassroots efforts are good at and can facilitate.
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Norm Shifting

In addition to its vital epistemic functions, informal representation also helps cre-

ate and change social norms and values. The goals of representation are not

merely to be adequately represented but also for that empowerment to translate

into change: to achieve desired outcomes whereby the interests of the climate vul-

nerable are protected and actively tended to. An important part of this, and an

important role informal representation can play in ultimately helping improve for-

mal institutions and policies, involves generating, shifting, and propagating norms

and values.

Informal modes of representation often supply the most significant “norm

entrepreneurs” to pioneer and incorporate new norms. Consider, for instance,

the importance of reducing agricultural emissions (especially methane from

enteric fermentation). To do this, we need to radically reduce collective meat con-

sumption. While there are important policies to enact in this area, the recent

explosion (and forecasted growth) of plant-based lifestyle norms (and correspond-

ing meat-free options and replacements) is not plausibly due to any current gov-

ernment policy. Instead, they have been promulgated through a wide informal

network of savvy entrepreneurs and marketing campaigns, organizations like

the Good Food Institute, restaurants and grocery chains, prominent animal rights

activists, authors and documentarians, nutrition and fitness influencers on social

media, and so on. Similarly, consider the need to reduce aviation emissions. Again,

there are plenty of policy levers to pull, but there are also important norm shifts

that are happening in advance that can mutually reinforce formal policy efforts.

The Swedish term flygskam (flight shame) has become a recognized concept in

Europe and beyond, both as a newly felt emotion and as a norm to discourage

flying, as a result of how the term has been propagated through informal networks

and media stories. Of course, the norm is not yet widely enough adopted to

achieve the emissions reductions in aviation that we need, but it is a relevant

part of the social discourse informing transportation investments and policy

tools. And in a general way, the interests served by reducing agricultural or avia-

tion emissions are meaningfully represented by these kinds of informal norm gen-

eration and adoption.

Informal modes of representation also help supply diverse, visible, and locally

relevant connections to norms, values, and exemplars. Having robust, culturally

relevant connections to climate-relevant norms serves an activation function, pro-

viding inroads and helping to mobilize latent political power in service of the
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interests of the climate vulnerable. That might involve something as small as

(returning to the realm of dietary norms) incorporating the climate values of veg-

anism while preserving one’s Korean culture and identity, after being inspired by

Joanne Molinaro (also known as the “Korean Vegan”) and her best-selling cook-

books. Or it might involve committing to only travel by rail in Europe after

being introduced to the concept of flygskam by a friend or Twitter follow. Or sup-

porting pipeline protesters because one learned about indigenous land rights and

water protectors in school and was able to do follow-up research with good inde-

pendent media, and so forth. Informal modes of representation capitalize on the

importance of existing relations (between persons, groups, media sources) in

shaping our values. They are an essential way of securing broad (but deep)

reach, and frequent-enough encounters for new norms to stick. None of this is

to say that changing norms and values is easy, but only that, importantly, the suc-

cess of doing so runs through informal modes of climate representation.

Trust Building

The final valuable function I want to highlight (and direct our moral imaginations

toward) is the role that informal modes of representation play in building trust

among and between communities, as well as with policymakers. Trust is both a

constitutive part of respectful relations between parties and essential for stimulat-

ing action. In order to shed light on this third, crucial function, let us return for a

moment to the world of peacebuilding.

Inclusive and meaningful representation in the postconflict peacebuilding pro-

cess is largely about trust. As Lederach emphasizes, however, substantial trust does

not follow the pace of signing events, meetings, and bureaucratic deadlines. These

can all feel manipulative and extractive (that is, oriented toward aims other than

nourishing the interests of the affected parties), especially to people who have lived

with the realities, contradictions, and disappointments of protracted conflict (not

dissimilar to the disappointments felt by the climate vulnerable over years of inef-

fectual formal climate negotiations).

In the peacebuilding context, real trust is often built through physical presence

and taking meaningful time for conversations, listening, empathy, bearing witness,

and other forms of open and honest communication. Lederach stresses that even if

the conversations are “circling” and ambiguous, and the route to mutual under-

standing after conflict is slow to unfold, these conversational contexts are where

people ultimately charged with upholding peace can feel valued, visible, and
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acknowledged. These informal settings are also how their agency in the aftermath

of war can be nourished.

To shed light on this fundamental need, and to forge a new kind of metaphor

for inclusion and representation other than the negotiating table, Lederach

deploys a concept from entomology, that of “stigmergy.” As a technical term,

stigmergy indicates a kind of indirect coordination in an environment that stim-

ulates subsequent agency. A paradigm example is the way in which termites leave

scent trails that permit others to pick up and continue a given task. This allows

termite communities to build elaborate (and, indeed, rather beautiful) collective

structures without centralized coordination or intentional planning.

Connecting the idea to inclusive representation in conflict transformation,

Lederach articulates the importance of iterative and itinerant movement of discus-

sions and community meetings across the affected conflict landscape. These are

things that “leave a trace” in the lived environment to be picked up later. The pro-

cess of stitching together conversations and meaningful encounters over time is

circular and repetitive. Doing so is a way of building more coherence among par-

ties and a wider sense of shared meaning over time among the affected popula-

tions postconflict. Lederach speaks of rebuilding the “connective tissue” severed

by war. This connective tissue is not something that can be repaired with a dec-

laration of peace or an accords-signing ceremony, any more than hurricane vic-

tims’ lives can be repaired by the signing of the Paris Agreement. It comes

from the slow work of dialogue and meaning-giving practices.

For instance, after the war in Liberia ended in , a generation of

ex-combatants began returning from the bush to their home communities.

They would often gather and wait on the edge of town, unsure how to reenter

after the horrors of war. Slowly, some women of the villages started leaving

food for the boys, talking with them, singing, praying; building a relationship, little

by little. After months like this passed, the women asked and the boys agreed to

come into town. But first the women held a hair-cutting ritual so that the boys’

unkempt hair wouldn’t scare people in town. This ritual was an act of care,

love, remembrance, forgiveness, and reintegration deeper than any formal mech-

anisms could reach. Its power to reconceptualize identities and relationships was

built slowly over those months of interaction.

We can draw on the above lessons to better understand what, ultimately, mean-

ingful “representation” for those most vulnerable to climate change should consist

in or embody. The concept of trust, as in peacebuilding, has an important role to
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play in the struggle to address climate change, protect the vulnerable, and enhance

resilience. The interlocking web of changes needed to mitigate and adapt to cli-

mate change successfully cuts across our social, political, and economic lives.

This means that building trust and sustaining relationships to navigate such

changes and minimize alienation is indispensable. Trust is a morally important

form of respect for, and way of being accountable to, people whose lives are at

stake. It is crucial for getting individuals and communities to aim high in their

mitigation efforts. It is imperative for getting buy-in for ambitious and socially

just adaptation infrastructure, which will unfold in complex and fraught local set-

tings across the globe for decades on end (regardless of how well mitigation efforts

go from here, given the impacts of already committed warming). It is important

for forging political consensus (or at least dampening opposition) and legitimizing

policy choices in light of significant transformation, disruption, and loss resulting

from climate change.

Given that trust is so important for reducing the harms of climate change, we

need to give careful attention to how to achieve it across countless discrete settings

that serve as the sites of climate justice. For instance, earlier in the essay I dis-

cussed managed retreat, where achieving trust is absolutely essential. But how

can we build trust with communities threatened by sea-level rise or extreme

weather events who may have to migrate? How can we build trust in communi-

ties that have a well-earned skepticism that green energy development and adap-

tation infrastructure projects will be exploitative and extractive and continue to

support the interests of the wealthy and powerful? Even independent of climate

risk, as fossil fuel industries are being phased out, how can we rebuild the connec-

tive tissue of communities, for example in “coal country” in the United States,

where a whole network of social meanings are tied up in the fossil fuel economy?

In these communities, the coal industry provides not only a source of income and

a means of supporting a family but also a sense of freedom; a sense of worth and

dignity; and a connection to history; as well as structures of social activity, leisure,

and political engagement.

I want to end by suggesting that a substantial part of the answers to these kinds

of questions runs through these more informal modes of representation we have

been discussing. They form the heart of what Lederach would call the “circling”

and ambiguous route for the climate vulnerable to be visible, acknowledged,

and valued; where their agency can be uplifted and interests protected. The

work is not merely done with a law or an ordinance but instead with the continual
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and evolving work of local activists, organizing groups, NGOs, and supportive

business partners to facilitate iterative discussions about the hard truths and

plans of action. It relies on sensitive educational institutions, creative and respon-

sible media coverage of all kinds, and entertainment and artistic spaces to seed a

discourse with stories and concepts and action items. Following the stigmergy

metaphor, these are ways to “leave a trace” in the lived environment that will gen-

erate social meanings and scaffold collective action at all sorts of levels of organi-

zation across the affected “landscape” of climate change.

The general point behind these kinds of informal mechanisms is that they are

what is needed for communities to both stitch together new and enduring collec-

tive meanings in light of climate disruptions and empower themselves to exercise

their agency in preventing such disruption. Building trust through informal net-

works is crucial to the uptake and exchange of knowledge. It is also an essential

part of effectively shifting norms and values, and with them behaviors and

practices.

For these reasons, building out the kind of informal representational networks

and infrastructure (in media, education, business, entertainment, nonprofits,

activist efforts, community organizations, and so on) to carry out such tasks

should be considered an essential component of securing adequate representation.

As such, it is important that our discourse around representation and climate vul-

nerability reflects and attends to this broader focus.

Conclusion

The central goal of this essay has been to sketch the limits of formal modes of rep-

resentation and articulate the importance of more informal modes of representing

the interests of the climate vulnerable. I want to be clear, again, that none of what I

have said should be taken to imply that formal and informal modes of represen-

tation are binaries or rivals. Indeed, a flourishing informal system of representa-

tion is likely necessary to support a just formal system of representation.

Adequate representation for the climate vulnerable will require both. My central

point here has been to seed an important element into the discourse that has

been underdeveloped, at the same time as formal modes have been overempha-

sized and overestimated.

In trying to highlight the importance of the more informal modes of represen-

tation, I have only been able to speak in fairly general terms. A more concrete
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vision for what adequate informal representation should ultimately look like is, of

necessity, a largely grassroots, decentralized, and contextual affair. In trying to

provide something of a conceptual framework for thinking about the issues, I

have only scratched the surface of what the true realization of this approach

would consist of. The hope, then, is that this brief statement can itself play a stig-

mergic role for future coordination, discourse, and action.
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Abstract: What would constitute just representation for the climate vulnerable? My purpose in this
essay is to provide a critique of the default frame for approaching this question, as well as to offer a
suggestion for expanding our conception of what an adequate answer should include. The standard
frame conceives of representing vulnerable climate interests largely in terms of formal mechanisms
of representation in technocratic and bureaucratic institutions. I show the limits of that standard
approach and caution against the discussion of climate representation being overly confined to
the level of “formal” representation. I go on to detail the importance of thinking about more “infor-
mal” modes of representing vulnerable climate interests. In order to pursue both of these aims, I
draw on lessons in meaningful representation and inclusion during postconflict peacebuilding.
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